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11~Jsthe Discount Window
Necessary? A Penn Central
Perspective

N RECENT YEARS, ECONOMISTS have come
to question the desirability of granting banks
the privilege of borrowing from the Federal
Reserve’s discount window. The discount window’s detractors cite several disadvantages.
First, the Fed’s control over high-powet-ed
money can be hampered. tf bank borrowing behavior is hard to predict, open market operations cannot pem’fectly peg high-powered money,
which somne economists believe the Fed should
do. Second, there are microeconomic concerns
about potential abuse of the discount window
(Schwartz1 1992). Critics argue that the discount
tvindov has been misused as a transfer scheme
to hail out (or postpone the failure of) troubled
or insolvent financial institutions that should be
closed quickly to prevent desperate acts of fraud
om’ excess risk taking by bank managemnent. In
response to growing criticism of Fed lending to
prop up failing banks, Congress mandated limits
on discount lending to distressed banks, which
went into effect on December 19, 1993.

Some economists (Goodfmiend and King, 1988;
Bordo, 1990; Kaufman, 1991, 1992; and Schwartz,
1992) have argued that there is no gain from allowing the Fed to lend through the discount
window. These cmitics argue that open market
operations can accomplish all legitimate policy
goals without resort to Federal Reserve lending
to banks. Clearly, if the only policy goal is to
peg the supply of high-powered money, open
market operations are a sufficient tool. Similarly, the Fed could peg interest rates on traded
securities by purchasing or selling them. Any
argument for a possible role for the discount
window must demonstrate that pegging the aggregate level of reserves in the economy, Or
controlling the riskless interest rate on traded
securities, is insufficient to accomplish a legitimate policy objective that can be accomplished
through Fed discounting.
In this article, I examine theoretical assumnptions that may justify the existence of the discount window. I argue that there is little cum’rent

role for the discount window to protect against
bank panics. ‘I’he main role of the discount window is in defusing disruptive liquidity crises
that occur in particular normbarmk financial markets. I discuss evidence from the Penn Central
crisis of 1970, which seems consistent with that
view, and conclude by considering whether this
evidence is relevant for today’s relatively sophisticated financial environment.
Backup protection for financial markets
through the discount window could he achieved
at little cost if access to the discount window
were confined to periods of financial disruption.
During normal times, open market operations
and interhank lending would be sufficient for
determining the aggregate amount of reserves
in the banking system and theim allocation
among banks.
A first step toward envisioning a role for any
financial institution or policy instrument, including the discount window, must be the relaxation
of the assumptions of zero physical costs of
transacting and/or symmetric information. The
discount window’s benefit, if any, must be related to its role in helping to economize on costs
in capital markets, which themselves are a function of physical or informational “imperfections.”
I divide the discussion of potential justifications
for the discount window into two parts—
assistance to financial intem’mecliaries and
assistance to particular financial markets.
1~
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B.A.i.V.K1.Nfi PANICS
The Federal Reserve System was created in
1913 with three primam’y objectives: to eliminate
the ‘‘pyramiding’’ of reserves in New York City
and replace it with a polvcentric system of 12
reserve banks; to create a more seasonally elastic supply of hank credit; and to reduce the
propensity for banking panics. The discount
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lf money-demand disturbances were the cause of banking
panics, as envisioned in Diamond and Dybvig (1983), then
open market operations, as normally defined, would be a
sufficient tool for policy if the central bank were permitted
to purchase bank loans. Since bank loans are not “special” in that framework (that is, there is no delegated control and monitoring function performed by the banker and,
hence, no potential for adverse selection or moral hazard),
it is natural to think of standard open market operations as
including purchases of bank debt in the context of that
model. If, however, banking panics are produced by cont usion over the incidence of shocks to the value of bank assets, as argued in Calomiris and Gorton (1991). and if

window was the primary mechanism for achieving these goals. The 12 regional Federal Reserve
Banks offered an alternative to the private interbank deposit market as depositories of bank
reserves. The architects of the Fed expected to
eliminate reserve ‘pyramiding,” which channeled interhank deposits to New York, where
they often were used to finance securities market transactions (White, 1983). lnterbank lending was viewed by some as a problem because
it encouraged dependency of the nation’s banks
on New York hankers and placed funds into the
hands of securities market speculators.
The discount window also pm’omised to reduce
the seasonal volatility of interest rates and increase the seasonal elasticity of bank lending by
providing an elastic supply of reserves, allowing
bank balance sheets to expand seasonally without
incm’easing the loan-to-asset ratio. Prior to the
creation of the Fed, hank expansion of loans in
peak seasons led to costly increases in portfolio
risk (a higher loan-to-asset ratio), or costly
seasonal importation of specie. This implied an
upward sloping loan supply function with lam’ge
interest rate variation over the seasonal cycle
(Miron, 1986; Calomiris and Hubbard, 1989; and
Calomiris and Gom’ton, 1991).
Finally, the availability of the discount window
was also expected to reduce the risk of bank
panics in two ways. First, by increasing the
availability of reserves, the discount window
limited seasonal increases in portfolio risk and
reductions in hank liquidity (luring high-lending
months, thus reducing the risk of pam~ics.Second, the discount window would provide a
source of liquidity to banks if an unpredictable
withdm’awal of deposits in the form of currency
created a shortage of reserves that threatened
the liquidity of the banking system (as in Diamond and Dybvig, 1983).’ But the discount window offered limited protection to banks from
a panic induced by adverse economic news.
Because access to the discount windo~vwas
banks have special information about their portfolios, then
a government policy of purchasing bank loans during a crisis at pre-panic prices would have the same costs and
benefits as allowing banks access to the discount window.

limited by strict collateral requirements, bank
hortowing was limited to the amount of eligible
collateral the bank possessed.2 Thus, Federal

Reserve Banks could not use the discount window to shore up banks if their depositors lost
confidence in the quality of the hank’s illiquid
loan portfolio. The collateral required for
discount window lending was subsequently
broadened in the 1 930s.
‘11w history of the pre-Fed era suggests that
the earls’ limitations on discount window lending were important. (iorton (1989), Calomiris
and Gorton (19911, and Calomiris and Schweikart (1991) have argued that sudden withdrawals from the banking system occurred when
depositors received news about the state of the
economy that was had enough to make them
think that some banks were insolvent. Because
depositors were uninformed about the incidence
of this disturbance across individual banks (because of depositors’ limited information about
bank portfolios) all banks’ depositors had an
incentive to withdraw funds from their banks
until they could better ascertain the risks of individual banks. ‘I’hus, relatively small aggregate
insolvency risk could have large costs through
disintermediation from banks.
Costs associated with hanking panics can moti~‘ate a more aggressive policy than one requiring riskless collateral for all central bank lending.
‘l’he central hank could provide loans to the
banking system on illiquid collateral to offset
the temporary withdrawal of depositors’ funds.
‘the rationale for this intervention lies in infornmtional externalities caused b panics. Banking
panics create negative externalities among banks
and their customers. Banks whose assets have
not declined in value, and theim’ borrowers and
depositors, suffer because of the confusion over
whether they are among the banks holding lowvalue assets. The banks lose business, the borrowers lose access to credit, and the depositors
lose interest and pay transaction costs of trans-
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These limitations were eliminated in the 1930s, For a discussion of changing collateral requirements on Fed lending, see Friedman and Schwartz (1963, pp. 190—5). Note
that lending from the Fed, even on riskless collateral, can
provide special assistance to banks (up to the amount of
their risktess collateral) because the Fed enjoys a special
right to “lump the queue” of debt seniority. By taking the
best assets of the bank as collateral, the Fed effectively
subordinates existing debt claims. Private creditors would
not be able to do so and, thus, would not be able to lend
to the bank on the riskless collateral,

ferring funds out of the banking system. Banks
and their’ borrowers benefit by keeping the
hanking system from shrinking.

If hank credits and deposits play special roles
in financing and clearing transactions, then con-

tractions in hank activity will he costly. The discount window can he thought of as a way to
coordinate a mutually beneficial decision among
depositors not to withdraw their deposits during
panics. Removing the private incentive for depositors to withdraw their funds makes all depositom’s better off. While private deposits fall,
public “deposits’’ made through the discount
window (the indirect assets of the public) rise to
compensate. Open market operations would not
he an adequate substitute policy. Open market
operations would simply insulate the money
supply from the reduction in the mone multiplier as hank deposits and hank credit fell;
they would not reduce withdrawals from banks.
Thus, one could argue for central hank adoption of the following rule fom’ use of a” backup”
discount window: Undem- normal circumstances
(when there is no general systemic banking panic reducing private deposits in hanks), the central hank provides no loans to banks. During a
systemic crisis, the central bank agrees to provide loans to banks up to the amount of depositor withdrawals (at an interest rate that fairly
compensates the government for the default
risk of the average hank). Such crisis loans must
he short-term and paid in full after the crisis
passes (which, if history is an~’guide, should be
no longer than two months). The government
mnight increase the interest rate it charges on
loans to banks over time to encourage them to
assist in resolving the information asymmetry
more quickly (for example, by sharing information about themselves and one another). The
central hank might even charge a fee to banks
ex post as a function of actual losses, to further
encourage good banks to hring the crisis to a
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speedy conclusion.~As deposits return to the
banks, they would use them to repay the
governmnent loans. Banks that fail to attract
depositors (relative to other banks) as the crisis
draws to a close would he denied continuing access to credit and would he allowed to fail.
In principle, banks might be able to prevent
panics by pooling tesources privately without
any intervention by the central bank. If the
banking systeni were able to allocate funds to
insure against banking panics by agreeing to
treat deposits as a collective liability of all banks
during a systemic crisis (as some groups of
banks did historically), then, so long as the public was conhdent of the aggregate solvency of
the banking system, there would he no threat
of systemic hank runs and no need for a
government-m’un discount window to reduce the
costs of banking panics.4 Kaufman (1991) argues
that intem’hank markets did not operate effectively historically, but that this is no longer the
case. He claims that the existence of the
modern federal funds market obviates the need
for the discount window during crises because
open market operations, combined with interbank transfers, can funnel cash to whichever
solvent banks experience large withdrawals. If
1
banks as a gm-oup are willing to p00 their
government security holdings during a crisis,
then Fed purchases of securities combined with
interhank transfers to hanks that lack sufficient
government securities can keep the banking system afloat, and possibly prevent runs (if interhank insurance is credible cx ante).
Despite the existence of a delivery mechanisrit
(the fed funds market), lending among hanks
during a crisis may not occur due to asymmetric information. If banks are unahle to regulate
and credibly monitor each other’s portfolios and
hehavior, they will he reluctant to insure one
another during a banking panic. Even though
the interbank market operates quite well during
normal times among most banks, it cannot

3

There must be an implied “subsidy” relative to the terms
by which private lenders would be willing to lend to the
bank, or else government tending cannot prevent runs, The
actuarialy fair government lending will be lower than the
rates banks would pay in the private market, since government intervention reduces default risk.
4
Calomiris (1990, 1992c) argues that a nationwide branch
banking system would not have experienced aggregate insolvency risk even during the worst episodes of bank
failure and bank panic,

necessarily he relied upon to protect the banking s\’stem from panics.
The interbank loan market call operate effectively so long as banks have adequate information about and control over each other’s actions.
Lending banks must he confident that horrowers are not abusing the interbank market to
subsidize excessive risks or provide a bailout to
insider depositor-s of a failed bank. Although
this “incentive compatibility” requirement may
be difficult to satisfy, there are many examples
that show it is possible to do so. Gorton (1985,
1989), Calomiris (1989a), Calomiris and Kahn
(1990, 1991), and Calomiris and Schweikart
(1991) argue that information asymmetry about
hank borrowers and the consequent risk of
panics prompted cooperative behavior among
banks historically. Coordination among banks in
response to panics characterized many countries’ banking systems (notably England’s during
the Baring Crisis of 1890, and Canada’s repeatedly
during the 19th and 20th centuries). But in the
tinited States, laws limiting hank branching and
consolidation effectively limited interbank
cooperation. As the number of U.S. banks and
their geographical isolation from one anothem increased, the feasibility of national cooperation
was undermined. A hank’s cost of monitoring
and enforcing cooperative behavior rises with
fragmentation, while the benefit to any hank
fm-om monitoring and enforcing declmes with
the number of members in the coalition (the
benefit is shared by all).
‘I’hus, tile need for discount window assistance
to banks is magnified by unit hanking laws that
make private interhank cooperation, lending
and mutual insum’ance infeasible. Absent such
regulations, the potential for costly banking pa~
ics would he substantially reduced, and the expected benefits of discount window protection
of the banking system would hesmaller.~
In closing, four points are worth noting. First,
I have not assumed that the government has

5

See the related discussion of other countries’ experiences
in Bordo (1990) and Calomiris (1992a).
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superior information regarding individual bank
solvency—an alternative justification for government lending to banks even in noncrisis states.
While such an argument can be made (based on
the government’s access to information by virtue of its supervisory role), the recent history of
bank failures and losses, and of regulatory agencies’ inabilities to anticipate, observe or prevent
widespread abuse seems to argue against such a
presumption. Kane (1988) argues that regulators
face distorted incentives to collect and report
information about banks. These incentive problems may outweigh regulators’ special channels
of information due to supervisory authority.
Second, discount lending can be motivated by
physical transaction costs that limit interbank
lending. Such physical costs mean that open
market operations will have uneven effects on
the supply of reserves available to different
banks if the market for reserves is segmented.
Although this may have been a legitimate motivation for the discount window historically, as
Kaufman (1991) argues, current interbank
reserve transfers are accomplished at little cost.
‘l’hird, I have not addressed the possible role
of the discount window in bailing out a banking
system that is insolvent as a whole. Even in a
concentrated, mutually insuring banking system,
interbank insurance and lending could never
deal with enormous adverse asset shocks (that
is, those larger than aggregate bank capital).
Partial government deposit insurance (with large
deductibles) for mutually insuring groups of
°ltis beyond the scope of this article to examine all of the
relative advantages of government deposit insurance or
discount lending for stabilizing a fragmented (uncoordinated)
banking system. Perhaps the most obvious potential advantage of discount window lending is that government intervention can be state-contingent. If a bank fails when there
is no systemic panic, the bank’s depositors will not be
bailed out by government insurance. This reduces the
moral-hazard costs of the government’s “safety net?’ This
argument for the relative desirability of the discount window
as a means to insure against panics presumes that the
central bank will not cave in to the political pressures of
special interests to bail out banks in noncrisis times. Recent
accusations by the House Banking Committee of inappropriate lending by the Federal Reserve to insolvent
banks cast some doubt on the ability of current institutions
to make and enforce appropriate distinctions regarding
when banks should have access to the discount window
(see Business l4~ek,July 15, 1991, pp. 122—3). Schwartz
(1992) argues that the history of the discount window is
replete with such examples. Congress has mandated, and
the Fed has implemented, specific new guidelines that limit
Fed lending to distressed banks (The American Banker,
August 12, 1993, pp. 1—2).
‘tinder 12 U.S.C. § 1823 (c) (4) (C) of FDICIA, for insurance
to be extended to uninsured liabilities of a bank, beginning

banks can protect against this unlikely event
better than wholesale bailouts through discount
window “lending” (Calomiris, 1992b).
Fourth, the need for the discount window to
protect the current U.S. banking system from
financial panic has been substantially curtailed
by deposit insurance,6 Under the current deposit
insurance system, discount window intervention
would be largely redundant as protection against
systemic risk. Insured depositors have little incentive to run their banks during a financial crisis.
Although deposit accounts in excess of $100,000
under current law are not protected (de jure)
by government deposit insurance, larger
deposits may be covered if a general run on the
banking system ensued. The FDIC Improvement
Act (FDICIA) of 1991 establishes a formula for
determining whether a systemic threat warrants
the coverage of larger-denomination deposits!
Fed lending does retain a potentially important
role in providing implicit protection for the interbank clearing system, which is discussed below.~

LENDING AND THE
HOLE OF THE DISCOUNT
~TO~TBt%NK

IVINDOW
In an economy in which physical costs of interbank transfers are small, and interbank coordination and mutual insurance, or government
deposit insurance, protects the banking system
from the risk of panic, there is no additional
need for the discount window to facilitate the
in 1995, the FDIC, the Secretary of the Treasury (in consultation with the President), and a supernumerary majority of
the boards of the FDIC and the Federal Reserve, must
agree that not doing so “would have serious adverse effects on economic conditions or financial stability?’ If uninsured deposits are covered through this provision, the
insurance fund must be reimbursed through emergency
special assessments. Because the nation’s largest banks
would end up paying a disproportionate cost of such a
bailout, they would be expected to lobby against the extension of insurance to uninsured deposits, unless the criteria
for assistance were truly met.
°Theprotection afforded to bank clearing houses is considered in more detail in the conclusion to this article.
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operation of the banking systeni. But even in
such an environment, problems that atise outside the banking system may motivate central
bank lending through the discount window. In
particular, securities markets may be vulnerable
to externalities arising from asymmetric infot’mation. I will argue that these problems may he
addressed effectively by channeling funds
through banks that horrow from the window,
rather than thm’ough diiect lending from the
central bank to nonbank firms.°The example
that I will focus on is the commercial paper
market “run” that followed Penn Central’s 1970
bankruptcy.
As many r’esearchem’s have stressed, the banking system is particularly vulnerable to confusion about the incidence of disturbances for
two reasons. First, its assets (that is, bank loans)
typically are not traded in centralized markets.
Thus, it is difficult for an uninformed bank
depositor to keep abreast of the effect of a
given news item on the value of his hank’s assets. Second, the fact that banks finance through
large quantities of demandable debt allows nervous depositors to withdraw from the hank
rather than wait to see whether their bank will
survive or fail.
Although these two attributes that make
banking panics possible—nontraded assets amid
demandable deht—seemn to set the banking system apart from other’ markets, the banking system is just an extreme case of a much more
general phenomenon. The condition necessary
to generate a costly panic in a debt market is
that the time horizon for rolling over debt is
less than the time it takes to make accurate
reappraisals of firm-specific risk during episodes
of general bad news. Lenders’ lack of informnation about the attributes of specific firms may
result in the pooling of borrowers with comnion observable characteristics. In such circumstances, firms will face temporarily high
‘‘lemons premia’’ in debt and equity markets,
~yhich will increase the cost of finance, and
reduce investment, even for firms whose tt-ue
“fundamentals” are unaffected by the had news.
°Mishkin(1991a) also argues that asymmetric information
is relevant outside the banking sector, He uses data on
interest rate spreads between risky and riskless debt
instruments to support this view. He finds evidence of an
increase in these spreads (which he interprets as reflecting
an increased inability to sort borrowers according to risk)
coinciding with or prior to the Penn Central crisis of 1970
and the stock market crash of 1987.

Firms with short-term debts (which must he
rolled over’ regularly) can he particularly vulnerable to systemic risk and the possibility of a
run. A liquidity crisis that would prompt a
general calling in of debt by creditors could
lead firms with outstanding short-term debt to
experience high costs of debt rollover or asset
sale not experienced by other firms.
Furthermore, if intermediaries for particular
markets (for example, commercial paper dealer’s) suffer losses from one firm’s issues, they
may be less able to deal in the paper of other
firms. This, too, can force firms to pay higher
costs for funds temporarily in the affected market, or switch to new, higher-cost sources of
funds.
Firms that face liquidity problems in nonhank
debt markets may have difficulty borrowing
from bankers, too, particularly if they lack existing bank-lending relationships. To the extent
that banks have special information about borrowers’ attributes, due to their past involvement
with firms and their’ ongoing monitor-ing of firm
com-pliance with lending covenants, banks may
be able to assist firms when their costs of funds
rise in other credit markets. For firms that
moved away from reliance on bank credit, however, there may be no strong banking relationship to fall hack upon. Assistance from banks
for these firms would be forthcoming only at
higher interest rates, which would compensate
banks for the transaction and information costs
of drafting emergency lending arrangements. In
particular, if the hank expects only a temporary
relationship r~’iththe firm in need (for the duration of the “emergency”), the bank will have to
charge higher interest rates to recoup its fixed
costs over a shorter lending period.
Given the high cost of substituting bank credit
for other cr-edit on short notice, a credit market
run may force some solvent firms into financial
distress, or simply reduce their ability to invest
or to lend to other firms. 10 If the social costs of
such disruptions to short-term debt markets are
large, Fed intervention to defuse such crises
may be warranted. Specifically, the Fed could
10

Calomiris, Himmelberg and Wachtel (forthcoming) find that
nonfinancial commercial paper issuers of the 1980s tended
to be net lenders to other firms through accounts
receivable.
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supply banks with funds at low cost through
the discount window for the express purpose of
refinancing maturing short-term debts of firms
suffering from disruption in the short-term deht
market. ln a competitive banking system, this
subsidy would be passed on to borrowers and
would mitigate high short-run costs of switching
to banks for credit.
New financial markets may be particularly
vulnerable to negative externalities among firms
or temporary disruptions to market dealers.
The lack of data on the risks and liquidity of
new products, and relatively thin trading, increases the likelihood of systemic risk in new
markets.
In the following section, I consider whether
the commercial paper market experienced such
a financial crisis in mid-1970, and whether that
crisis warranted discount window intervention.
The commercial paper market of mid-1970 is an
especially interesting case to examine for six
reasons. First, most commercial paper matured
quickly—with an average maturity of under 30
days (Stigum, 1983, p. 632). This meant that a
sudden disinclination by investors to hold commercial paper would entail substantial problems
for firms trying to roll over their commercial
paper debt.
Second, commercial paper was a new and
growing method of finance during the 1960s.’1
Institutional arrangements for rating and supporting commercial paper issues were virtually
nonexistent; thus, information imperfections
were potentially important.
Third, commercial paper finance originated as
a substitute for bank credit. Many firms that
had moved to this matket in the 1960s may
have curtailed or terminated their’ relationships
with comnmercial banks (making the disruption
in the supply of paper more costly).
Fourth, during the early years of rapid growth
in this market, there was a major shock to the
commercial paper market, namely the failure of
1
‘ There had been an earlier incarnation of the commercial
paper market that thrived from the 1870s and declined in
importance during the 1920s. Calomiris (1992a) argues that
this operated effectively as an interbank loan-sale market,
moving high-quality borrowers from high credit-cost areas
to low credit-cost areas. Consistent with that argument,
James (1994) views the demise of this market as the result
of the bank merger wave of the 1920s, which provided an
alternative means to channel credit through the financial
system.

Penn Central in 1970, which was associated
with substantial contraction of outstanding
paper (that is, a “run”).
Fifth, commercial paper issuers include many
of the economy’s largest firms, and other firms
often depend upon them for credit (Calomiris,
Flimmelberg and Wachtel, forthcoming). increases in the cost of funds for this class of
borrower-s thus may have significant secondorder effects on the cost of credit for other
firms.
Finally, the Fed intervened during this crisis
largely by encouraging banks to come to the
discount window to finance the payoff of commercial paper. Evidence from the Penn Central
commercial paper crisis of 1970 allows a
detailed case study of “information externalities,” the potential for a run in markets for
traded short-term debt, and an evaluation of
Fed intervention in response to such a crisis.

Penn Central’s Failure anti the
Liquidittr C,’isis of’ Mid-1970
The facts surrounding the commercial paper
run following the Penn Central failure are commonly known (see Schadrack and Breimyer,
1970; Maisel, 1973; Timlen, 1977; Brimmer,
1989; and Mishkin, 1991a), but some important
details are worth reviewing. Along with many
other firms, Penn Central’s financial condition
deteriorated during the recession of 1969—70.
Penn Central was a major issuer of commercial
paper, with more than $84 million outstanding,
much of which came due in June, July and
August of 1970. As Penn Central’s cash flow
declined, its debt holders and their agents appealed to the federal government for financial
assistance, which the Nixon Administration supported.
The Administration proposed a $200 million
loan guarantee to a syndicate of some 70 banks,
which wet-c to provide a two-year loan in that
amount. The loan guarantee would he author’ized through a loose interpretation of the
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Defense Production Act. Although there was increasing congressional opposition to this plan,
as late as Friday, June 19, the Wall Street journal reported that “the opposition doesn’t yet appear strong enough to halt the $200 million loan
guarantee.” That article also reported the possible existence of a secret memorandum from
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, recommending “that the loan be granted, based on an
investigation that bank is believed to have conducted into the credit-worthiness of Penn Centm-al.” Contrary to the Wall Street Journal report,
no such memorandum existed, and that same
Friday the Penn Central plan was rejected by
Congress. The Nixon Administration then asked
the Federal Reserve Board (through the New
York Fed) to make a loan to Penn Central to
help it meet immediate obligations. The New
York Fed recommended against the loan, and it
was denied. This news forced Penn Central’s
bankruptcy on Sunday, June 21.
The surprising news of the unwillingness of
Congress and the Fed to prop up Penn Central
created widespread concern over the weekend
that the Penn Central failure would have repercussions elsewhere in the economy, particularly
for other firms that had large outstanding commercial paper issues. It is not easy to explain
this concern without invoking an “information
externality” of some form. That is, one needs to
explain why the bad news about Penn Central
would raise doubts about other firms.
The bad news about Penn Central on June 19
had two parts. First, pm’ior to that date, the Wall
Street Journal reported that the New York Fed
had made a favorable audit of Penn Central’s
underlying financial strength. After Friday,
quite the opposite was known. The ieaction of
the market, as reported in the press, was that if
Penn Central’s financial state could so rapidly
and unexpectedly have turned sour in the previous year, what other “blue chip” commercial
paper issuers might be in the same position?
‘t’his concern was fueled by the fact that the
income t’eductions during the recession of
1969—70, which potentially affected many firms,
were not known at the firm level with any precision at the time. ‘those concerns about other
firms began to he voiced even before the revelation of the New York Fed’s audit. For examnple,
a lead article in the Journal on June 12 queried:
“How many other U.S. corporations are so short
12

5ee Schadrack and Breimyer (1970, p. 283).

of cash that they may soon find themselves
similarly unable to pay their bills?” Until the
marketplace could assess the extent to which
Penn Central’s financial position was the result
of idiosyncratic shocks and mismnanagement, as
opposed to a signal of a common problem likely
to be faced by many firms, Penn Central’s
failure would cast doubt on the financial position of other firms.
The second element of general bad news
revolved around the fate of Penn Central and
its creditors. It became clear that, whatever its
underlying condition, the government would not
guarantee Penn Central’s debt and that, therefore, Penn Central’s creditors faced the possibility of substantial losses. The incidence of losses
on the firm’s commercial paper was unknown,
but it was rumored that ownership was quite
concentrated. For example, on June 1 the Journal reported that Morgan Guaranty owned or
acted as “agent” for nearly $84 million in Penn
Central’s commercial paper. According to Federal
Reserve data on holdings of commercial
paper, in early 1970 nonfinancial corporations
owned about 74 percent of outstanding paper.12
The June 12 Journal article cited above also
asked: “If even one major corporation should
become insolvent, would its failure bring down
other cash-short companies because the failing
company couldn’t pay its hills? Could that, in
turn, intensify the present severe strain on the
cash resources of banks and corporations into a
liquidity crisis, draining the flow of money and
credit and plunging the nation into a depression?” While this “domino” scenario of economywide depression may seem a bit farfetched, it
would have been less farfetched to imagine that
one or two major commercial paper issuers
(who may have been creditors of Penn Central)
might also find it hard to repay their debts.
Thus, lack of infor-mation about the effects of
the recession on other firms (which Penn Central’s failure indicated might be large), and about
the identities of Penn Central’s creditors and
their creditors in turn, could have produced
legitimate, rational concern about rolling over’
the commercial paper of other firms at preexisting termns. ‘I’he commercial paper market
was especially vulner-able to these sorts of doubts
because it was a fast-growing new financial market, as shown in Figure 1. From 1956 to 1966,
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ket pricing had been too optimistic in the 1960s.
His (post-crisis) study of Penn Central’s financial
position in the 1960s concluded that there was
munch to be learned from the Penn Central collapse about the need for greater caution in valuing commercial paper: “A careful financial
analyst might well have recommended.. against
the purchase of Penn Central commercial paper
a year or more before the events of May and
June 1970.”~Murray accounted for the poor
cx ante evaluation of risk by the fact that so
“many new faces appeared in that market for
large sums at the time and Penn Central was
hardly noticed as an unusual case.”
Schadrack and Breimyer (1970) provide a similar perspective. They claim that before the Penn
Central failure, “the confusion of corporate size
with liquidity tended to mask some deterioration during [the late 1960s] of the quality of
commercial paper outstanding. the fact that a
number of firms in the market by 1970 had
very high debt-to-equity ratios and/or’ income
flows of dubious quality (some conglomerate,
franchising and equipment leasing companies,
for example) suggests such a detem’ioration in
the quality of outstanding paper.” They also
argue that, in addition to the concern about
other commercial paper borrowem’s brought on
by the failure of Penn Central, the bank’s failure
raised concern about some of the major brokerage houses, which acted as dealem’s and purchasers in the market. Commercial papem’ dealers
maintain open positions in the paper they sell
eithem’ as part of an under-writing arrangement,
or through a commitment to maintain a secondary market in the paper (Stigum, 1983, p. 640).
The threat of a liquidity crisis for firms and
their dealers led to a collapse of demand for the
debt instruments of others. ‘l’hese fears fueled
the flight to cash Schadrack and llr’eimyer
(1970) also argue that the crisis led to refined
methods of pricing commercial paper, which is
consistent with Murray’s view that there was
room for improvement. In particular, after the
Penn Central crisis they found a wider dispersion of rates for dealer-placed paper’, which
-

.

4
‘ See Murray (1971). Whitford (1993) applied Altman’s (1968)
“z-score” model to Penn Central’s accounts as of December 1969, and found a remarkably ow z-score of 0.135. Altman had found that no healthy firms had z-scores of below
1.81 and no bankrupt firms had a score above 2.99.
“See Schadrack and Breimyer (1970, p. 289).
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they interpreted as the result of “greater investor selectivity.” Also, they noted a persistent
shift toward bank CDs and Treasury bills.
As Mishkin (1991a) and Schadrack and Breimyer (1970) point out, the spread between commercial paper and Treasury bills widened during

and after the crisis. This widening seems to
reflect a persistent revision in the evaluation of
commercial paper risk. Schadrack and Breimyer
(1970) report that in November 1970 the dealer
paper rate averaged 103 basis points above the
Treasury bill rate, compared to previous~~spreads
of roughly half that amount. A similar pattern is
visible in Table 1, which reports the federal
funds rate, three-month Treasury bill yields, the
discount rate, and the four-to-six-month prime
commercial paper rate before, during arid after
the crisis.
The “flight to quality,” visible in the declining
yields of Treasury hills and rising short-term
spreads, is also visible in long-term yields and
spreads, shown in Table 2. From June 20 to
June 27, Treasury bond yields fell as corporate
bond yields rose. The spread between the
Treasury bonds and the Aaa corporates reached
a peak on July 11. Interestingly, the spread between Aaa- and Baa-rated bonds was essentially
constant during the crisis, but rose afterwards.
‘t’his is consistent with the view that during the
crisis, increased riskiness was attributed to all
securities, hut that, after the crisis, investom’s
were better able to sort firms into risk categories.
Concerns about the financial condition of
commercial paper issuers and dealers proved
unwarranted ex post (since no other commercial paper issuers defaulted), hut seem to have
been important cx ante, as evidenced by movements in the stock market and commercial
paper market. Firms, especially those with large
outstanding debt, saw large stock price declines
in the first three days of the crisis. During that
time, the Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 28
points (a fall of roughly 4 percent). Chrysler,
General Motors and IBM all saw large losses as
rumors circulated that they’ faced risks of being
unable to meet their debts (Wall Street Journal,
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Table 1
Selected Yields and Interest Rates
3-month Treasury
bill yield

Date
1970
January
February
March

Federal funds rate

Discount
rate

7.89°/.
6.88

9 04%
8A1

6.00%
600

4-6 month prime
commercial paper
8 55%
850

616

7-45

600

8.03

Apri
May
Junel
2
3
4

659
7.00
682
676
6.71
651

8.43
764
784
798
780
721

600
600
600
600
600
6.00

8.00
813
813
8th
825
825

July 1

7 23

3

6.46
6.62
646

7.59

6.00
600
600

8 38
835
8.25

4

634

716

600

8.35

August
September
Oclobor

6 25
5 80
584

6.34
6 05
611

6 00
6.00
600

7 70
7 20
663

November

499

5 16

5.85

5.75

December

4 83

4 82

5 52

5 75

7

f34

NOTES: Data are all ow-at-month. excepl for June and July. wh.cb are reported end-of-week Treasury bill and commercial paper yields are quoted or June 6. 13 20 and 27 and July 4. 11.

IS and 25 Federal funds rates ae ‘or June 3. 10. 17 and 24. and July 1. 8. 15 and 22
SOURCES Board of Governors of the Fedpral Reserve System f1976~Table 12.SB. Taoic 12 66.
and Fable 12 78: Federal Reserve Bank of St Lobis

June 23-23, 1970, “Abreast of the Market”). Business Week quoted one stock market analyst as
saying that “investors think that any company...
with. debt is going bankrupt” (June 27, p. 42).
-

Perhaps the best indicator’ of the extent of
these fears is the contraction in the volume of
commercial paper’ outstanding from late June to
mid-July. Total outstanding nonbank comniercial
paper fell from $32 billion on June 24 to $29
billion on July 15, with $2.3 billion of that decline
in the first week of the crisis (see Figure 2).
Interestingly, commercial paper rates showed
little change during the crisis, although the
spread between paper rates and other money
market r’ates did widen. i’he reason for this was
the speedy reaction of the Federal Reserve to
the failure of Penn Central. Luckily, it occurred
over a weekend, which gave the Fed time to
pm’epare for the opening of financial markets on
Monday. The Fed pursued four courses of
action.
16

See Treiber (1970, p. 16).

The Fed’s Discount Window Policy
Crisis

During the

First, the Fed contacted member banks and
notified them that “as they made loans to enable
their customers to pay off maturing commercial
paper amid thus needed more reserves, the Federal Reserve discount window would be available.”°’Ihe meaning of “available” is of paramount
importance. The Federal Reserve let member
banks know that if they borrowed at the discount window for purposes of making loans to
commercial paper issuers, they would be able to
do so without incurring any costs other than
the discount rate. The Fed was informed by
banks when their discount horr’owing resulted
from financing commercial paper rollovers, and
the total amount of such discount borrowing totaled some $500 million in the weeks immediately following Penn Central (Melton, 1985, p. 158).
Beyond the amount lent through the discount
window, access to the window for’ commercial
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Table 2
Long-Term Yields and Spreads
Long-term
government
2
bonds

Dale’
I 375

Jaruary
February
Ma-ch
Apr:!
Vay
June 6

3
20
27
July

4

it
8
25
August
Septerroor
Octooe’
Novemoer
Doccrrber

Aaa corporate
3
bonds

1
684 k
625
633
670
721
700

709
705
689
673
656
661
654
673
6 52
665
b97
6.05

Baa corporate
3
bonds

Spread between
Aaa and government
bonds

Spread between
Baa and Aaa
corporate bonds

/9Vu
783
792
783
821
830

88”t~
877
8 Sb
67~
9.10
913

107
1 58
1 ~9
1 13
100
130

090
0 9C
0 74
0.91
089
083

842
8.bb
860
860
855
849
840
813
8 06
807
802

918
926
936
941

153
150
171
187

944

199

939
938
9.47
9 32
934
937
902

88
186
140
1 5-4
142
2.05
1 46

076
071
076
081
089
090
098
134
1 2
127
135
1 31

51

‘All data ar~end-ui monin. rless ~lherwiscindicated
-‘Marurty varies
‘Ray-c by Mood-, s
SOURCE Boaro of GoL-ernors of the Feoera- Reservp Svrrem f197b~ Thble 12.1’S

paper rollover’s gave
assurance
to the financial markets that the liquidity
essential ro their operation woutri he preserved. If
panicky investors refused to renew their’ holdings
of minotci ‘ci a I paper, pro fe ‘ring Ti—ca sui—v hi!Is,

hank deposits— anything!“—Cnstead, their extreme
pi.efer’ence for- safe my woo Id i in t he atlow ed to
contribute to widespread insolvency, Once ever’vnderst nod rtiat, there was little reason for
panic (Melton, 1985, p. 158).

Fed encouragement to use the discount window to finance the payoff of commercial paper
was associated with reduced costs of horr’owing
from the Fed, even though the discount rate remained unchanged. Normally, the costs of borrowing from the discount window include the
discount rate and a nonpecuniarv ‘‘hassle’’ cost.
That is, the Fed does not want to encourage
abuse of the privilege of borrowing from the
discount window and banks that may he seen
as abusing the privilege run the risk of E:~xamnination and regulatory sanctions. ‘this penalty
explains the positix’e difference between the fed

tzrflrasr przQrm,r name

flc ciT i niridi

funds rate and the discount rate. If there were
nO penalty, banks would be indifferent between
borrowing from other banks and the Fed’s discount window. In this case, the two rates would
be identical. In the presence of a nonpecuniary
cost of borrowing From the Fed, as long as borr’owings are positive, the fed funds r-ate will be
higher than the discount rate since, on the margin, banks will be indifferent between paving
the fed funds rate in the interhank market and
hor’rowing fr’oni the Fed (which entails a discount rate cost and a hassle cost).
Figure 3 provides a simple illustration of the
simultaneous determination of the feder-al funds
rate and borrowed reserves, which is helpful in
analyzing the effect of discount window lending
during the Penn Central crisis. Reserve demand
is shown as a negative function of the federal
funds rate. The position of the demand schedule varies with loan demand, reserve requirements, and the demand for excess reserves. ‘l’he
Fed determines the amount of nonhorrowed
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Figure 2
Commercial Paper and Business Loans
June-August 1970
Billions of dollars
33

Billions of dollars
94

32

93

31

92

30

91

29

90

28

89

31017241
8 1522295121926
June
July
August
* Including business loans sold to affiliates.
Source: Schadrack and Breimyer (1970), Chart V.
reserves through its open market operations.
Borrowed reserve costs are given by an upward
sloping schedule, which sums a constant pecuniary cost (the discount rate) with an increasing
nonpecuniar’y hassle cost. The more reserves
that are borrowed, the more the Fed is liable to
penalize borrowing. Figure 3 illustr’ates equilibr’ium in the reserve market for June 17 and July
15, 1970, using actual data on the discount rate
(which remained at 6 percent throughout the
crisis), nonborrowed reserves, borrowed reserves
and the federal funds r’ate. Assuming equilibrium in the reserve market, we can identify shifts
between these two days in reserve demand (as
bank loans rose to compensate for the contraction in commercial paper) and in r-eserve supply.- ‘I’he reserve supply function shifted in
slightly (nonhorrowed reserves fell due to incr-eased currency demand, which was only
partly offset by open market operations) and
rotated downward as the Fed reduced its nonpecuniary penalty for borrowing.

The downward rotation of the borrowed
reserve supply function illustrates how the Federal Reserve lowered the nonpecuniarv cost of
borrowing from the discount window during
the crisis. Other evidence on the composition of
bank lending, bank borrowings from the Fed,
and the different rates charged to different
types of hank customers suggests that the
reductions in nonpecuniary costs wer’e linked
(as the quotation above suggests it was) to indirect subsidies for commercial paper rollovers.
That is, it seems that loans to member banks
for this purpose were granted a special “subsidy” by the Fed (in the form of lower, or possibly zero, nonpecuniary costs).
Consistent with this account, the composition
of member bank borrowings changed during
the crisis. As of June 24, large commercial
banks (primarily money-center’ banks) accounted
for omil~’75 percent of borrowing from the led.
The trebling of member bank hot-rowing from
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Figure 3
Shifts in the Reserve Market
June 17-July 15
Federal funds rate

Reserves supply
June17
Reserves supply
July15

780
7-59
6*

Reserves demand
July 15

June17

Borrowings July 15
-

Total reserves

* Discount rate

June 24 to July 15 was due to an increase in
money-center borrowing, as one would expect if
it was earmarked for commercial paper payoff.
As shown in Table 3, total borrowed reserves
rose by 51.196 billion, while borrowed reserves
of large commercial banks rose 81.224 billion.
These same banks were the only ones that saw
a large growth in loans to businesses and
finance companies during the crisis. Loans increased by 52.3 billion from June 24 to July 15,
almost an exact offset of the amount by which
commercial paper was reduced during this period. This rise of 2.6 percent in total loans for
this group of banks was highly unusual. ‘I’he
average rate of increase for the preceding four
year’s during this period of the year had been
0.03 percent, and the highest rate of growth in
the preceding four years had been 0.25 percent
in 1968.
Finally, there is weak evidence that large borrowers from money-center banks as of August
1970 (which would have included former commet-cial paper issuer’s) received loans on rela-

tively favor-able terms. Available data on average
loan interest rates for the first two weeks of
May and August 1970 by size of borrower and
region show that large, short-ter’m borrowers in
Northeastern financial center-s exper’ienced the
smallest increase in lending rates over this period (although differences are small). As Table 4
shows, the largest classes of borrowers in New
York City actually saw slight reductions in average loan interest rates.

Other Fed Reactions to the (]rists
The discount window announcement targeting assistance to commercial paper’ issuers
was only the first of the Fed’s four policy
responses to the crisis. On Tuesday, June 23,
the Fed suspended regulation Q ceilings on
large-denomination hank CUs. ‘I’his allowed
a Flood of money into the commercial banks,
so that maturing commercial paper could he
directly recycled through CDs, which financed
bank loans to formner issuers. As shown in
Table 3, from June 24 to July 15, large negotia-
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Table 3
Banking System Changes During the Penn Central Crisis

Federal funds

Total

rate minus borrowed
discount rate reserves

Date1

Loans to
business
and finance
companies

Large negotiable
CDs at large

commercial

by large

commercial

banks

commercial banks

2
banks

$ 807
522
‘1334
680
675
1,063
624
273
613
871
1402
1837
1044
941
788
341
1,098
224

$83,423

$10,444

83549
83903
84122
83,265
83545
83811
85,785
85331
87,212
8716
87590
87472
86067
88426
86,514
88,385
89 30

10.839
11795
13,022
12,984
12964
12956
12,741
12,949
14,118
15199
15,980
16311
20,157
22,227
23,546
25201

655 568
55749
55621
56085
57115
57698
57552
57 823
57,005
57,714
57,671
58839
58138
59618
60055
69,283
61,209

26075

60632

Borrowed reserves
of large

U S. government
securities held

by Federal
Reserve Banks

1970

January

304

February

2 41
145
243

March
April
May
June 3
0
17
24
July 1

8
15

22
August

September
October
November
December

164
164
198
1 80
1 21
1.23
1.34
159
115
034

005
0 11
—089
070

81,07
873
1594
926
979
1335
834
459
840
923
1598
2036
1216
4044
852
418
1 144
252

All data are end-of-month unless otherwise shown Dollar amounts are in millions
2
These are the sum of commercial and industrial loans by large commercial banks, and loans to personal and sales

finance companies, etc
SOURCES Table I and Board of Governors of the Fede al Reserve System (1376) Table 4 18, Table 10.10
ble GUs at large commercial banks increased
from $13 billion to $16 billion, and the growth
continued, with GUs of large banks in excess of
526 billion by the year’s end.”
The third policy intervention by the Fed was
open market operations. From June 17 to July
is, total U.S. government securities held by the
Fed increased fi-om 5.57.8 billion to $58.8 billion.
As noted above, however, open market operations were not sufficient to maintain the stock
of nonborrowed reserves, given the increased
demand for currency hy the public. Thus, borrowed reserves were relied upon as the primary
vehicle for’ expanding reserwes dum-ing the crisis.

loans, directl~ or indirectly, to “worthy” horrowers who were other wise unable to secure
credit. The Fed never made such loans because
its other policies proved sufficient to contain
the i-un on commercial paper, but it is clearthat the Fed was willing to provide direct lending if banks had been unwilling to make appropriate loans for commercial paper rollovers.
In his statement to Congress on July 23, the
Chairman of the Board of Governors, Arthur
Burns, made this commitment clear. He viewed
the discount window as the key to preventing a
liquidity crisis, and saw direct lending by the
Fed to firms in need, if necessary, as an appropriate fail-safe measure:

The Fed was also prepared to use “standby
procedures” so that, if necessary, it could make

ci’eclit demands On the banking system at lam-ge
can be accommodated h~’open mat-ket npen-ations,

“An unintended cost ot Regulation 0 was that it removed an
“automatic stabilizer” from the tinancial system by making
it less attractive for investors to hold bank debt at times of
crisis in other markets.
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Table 4
Average Loan Rates on
Short-Term Loans
Other Northeastern
New York City
Loan amount
Alt sizes
1,000 9,000
10,000- 99000
100,000-499,000
500,000-999 000
1 million and over

$

May
8 24%
9.05
891
853
8 31
813

August
824%
907
$95
859
823
812

financial centers
May
886%
923
934
90
8 72
845

August
8 89%
9.41
942
301
868
849

SOURCE Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System (t976~Table I2SA

while the needs of individual banks can be met
through the discount window...we have found,
also, that minoi- adaptations of conventional monetary tools can provide solutions to special financial
problems.. it was made clear that the discount
window would he made available to assist banks
in meeting the needs of businesses unable tn roll
over maturing commercial paper, and member
bank borrowings for this purpose subsequently
have risen. These conventional tools aie buttressed with standby procedures to permit the
Federal !~esemx’eto make funds ayailable to creditworthy borrowers facing unusual liquidity needs

through ‘conduit toans’-~-thatis,

loans to a member hank to provide [minds needed for lending to
a qualified hnrrower...Further-more, the Federal

Reserve could~undei-unusual and exigent circumstances—utitize the limited power granted bx’
the Federal Reserve Act to make direct loans to
business firms on the security of Government obligations or other eligible paper, provided the boi-i-ower is creditworthy but unable to secure credit
from other sources.”

Here, Burns explicitly allows for Fed loans
backed by commercial paper or other eligible
collateral.
in dealing with the Penn Central crisis, the
Fed did not simply focus on controlling the
money supply om an interest rate, which it
could have done easily through open mai-ket
operations. Rather the Fed coaxed deposits into
banks by relaxing Regtrlation Q ceilings, and
“See Burns (1970, pp. 624—5).

used the discount window to encourage banks
to make loans to customers experiencing distress
—especially cotnmercial paper issuers. The logic
of the Fed’s combined approach was that monetary aggregates, bank cm-edit and assistance to
the commercial paper’ market could he targeted
independently by using three instruments.
Relaxation of Regulation Q, rather- than expansionary open market operations, allowed hank
credit growth without (narrow) money growth.
The discount window was directed toward the
special difficulties in the commercial paper market. The Fed left open the possibility of lending
directly to firms in need if they were turned
down by bankers.

Evaluating Discount WIndow Policy
During the Crisis
it is not self-evident that the Fed’s policy
response was correct. Schwartz (1992) has argued that the Penn Central crisis was not a
“real” financial crisis and that discount lending
served no useful purpose. Of course, the absence of a financial collapse in mid-1970 may
have been attributable to Fed intervention itself,
a possibility Schwartz does not take into account. But even if Schwartz is too qtmick to
dismiss the potential seriousness of the Penn
Central crisis—particularly given the evidence
on yield-spread movements and contraction of
the volume of commercial paper—that does not
prove that the discount window was a necessary instrutnent for dealing with the crisis. If
the failure of Penn Central increased doubts
about the solvency of all firms in the economy,
then a temporary expansion of open market
operations or a Regulation Q m’elaxation—to increase the supply of credit available to all borrowers through relatively informed financial
intermediaries—would have been a desirable
response to an economy-wide need for liquidity,
and there would have been no need to use the
discount window

On the other hand, if the crisis inyolyed a
special reappraisal of the creditworthiness of
commercial paper isstmers and commercial paper
dealers in particular, and a reassessment of the
desirability of lending through the commem’cial
papet- market, then increasing the supply of
loanabie funds from banks may not have been
as effective as targeting temporary assistance (a
short-run suhsidy for bank loans to comnmercial
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paper issuer’s) using the discount window as a
means to smooth issuers’ costs of rollover.” In
this case, open market operations or- Regulation
C) relaxation would have been a blunt instrument for- dealing with a run on commercial
paper per se, while discount window subsidies
for the payoff of commercial paper would have
pr’ovided targeted assistance without affecting monetary aggregates or interest rates on
all traded assets. If some combination of an
economy-wide reassessment of firms and a commercial paper run characterized the crisis, then
policy could have combined an aggregate increase in open market operations or Regulation
Q relaxation with targeted assistance to commemcial paper issuers.
Thus, to assess the desirability of the use of
the discount window during the crisis, one
must examnine the incidence of the crisis across
firms. Was it purely an economy-wide phenomenon or did it pose a special threat to commercial paper issuers?

An Event Sturh~of the Penn Central
Crisis
To investigate the extent to which the Penn
Central crisis posed a special threat to commercial paper issuers, I examine data on firmns’
ahnormal stock returns during the crisis. Did
firms with outstanding commercial paper suffer
abnormal negative returns relative to other
firms duritig the onset of the crisis, and were
those negative retum’ns reversed by Fed inter’vention? To answer this question, i combine
CRSP data on daily stock retumns with Compustat data on annual income and balance sheet
variables for- nonfinancial compoiations to mea“The moral hazard costs of government pass-thnoughs were
minimal, since the banks, not the government, bore the
default risk on the loans. This statement requires some
qualification. It the pool ot borrowers laced large aggregate
detault risk, then bank failures might have resulted from
the loans, in which case the government would have borne
some of the losses. Moreover, it some banks had been on
the brink of failure, they might have been willing to make
subsidized loans to the riskiest firms, thus concentrating
overall default risk and making the government’s indirect
default risk greater. The central assumptions underlying my
claim that the government’s share of the risk was small are
that banks were not on the verge ot failure at the time, and
that the average quality of the commercial paper borrowers
pool was high. The relaxation of Regulation 0 ceilings on
CDs was also helpful in limiting the government’s risk,
since it limited the amount of borrowing from the Fed. COs
also provided a natural vehicle for financing fixed-term
commercial paper, and did so without affecting the money
supply.

sure cross-sectional differences in abnormal
returns ovem’ var-ious dates, and to link them to
firm financial characteristics mneasured at the
beginning of 1970. I employ standar’d measures
of abnormal returns, using residuals from forecasts of market returns hased on estimates of
firms’ betas (from a 100-day pre-sample period)
and the aggr’egate contemporaneous movements
in the market.
Specifically, consider- a standard model of
firms’ stock returns, which decomposes returns
into systematic and idiosyncratic factor’s:
(1)

B~= a

+

h-B

+

e~,

where B measures returns, i indexes firms, I
denotes the date, and a and h are parameters to
be estimated. The error’ term e mneasures abnormal returns—the firm-specific, idiosyncratic
daily return at each date—or, in other words,
the part of the stock return that is not fomecastable using the simultaneous aggregate
retum’n for- the market and the firmns’ estimated
correlations with the market (h). Each firm’s b
is estimated using observations on daily stock
returns for 100 trading days pm’ioi to the event
(in this case, June 12).
Cumulative abnormal m’etur’ns over any “window” are the accumulation of abnormal returns
for each of the dates included in the window.
Cumulative retur-ns generated from the above
forecasting equation are “standardized” such
that they can be inter-pm’eted to have heen
drawn from a unit normal distribution.20 This
adjustment m’esults in a cross-section of standam’dized cumulative abnormal returns (SCARs)
for each firm in the sample over- the event
window
-

20
For details, see Wall and Peterson (1990).
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The event windows are defined as June 12June 22 and June 23-July 9. Early concerns
ahout commercial paper issuers reported in the
Wall Street ,Journal date fromn June 12. June 22
is the date aftem’ which Fed intervention should
have imnpr-oved the position of commercial paper
issuers. By the second week of July, the contraction in outstanding commercial paper began
to be reversed.
‘l’he goal of the event study is to examine
whether (likel ) commercial paper issuers
suffered abnormal negative stock returns during the Penn Cenim-al crisis, and whether- Fed intervention m’eversed those costs to commercial
paper issuer’s, after- controlling for other- meastires of cross-sectional differences among firms.
‘to control for- other influences that wotrld not
have been specific to the commercial paper
market, I add a variety of balance sheet and income statemnent variables taken fr’om the Januar-v financial reports of these nonfinancial firms.
All firm halance sheet and income data ar-c
measured as of the beginning of i970.z The
control variables incltrded am-c: the ratio of debt
to assets; the ratio of short-termn debt to assets;
the size of the firm (market value of capital);
the t’atio of net income to market value of capital; the ratio of inventories to sales; and the
squares of each of these variables. These t’ariables are included to contr-ol for the possihilitv
that the share prices of firms with high exposur-e to macroeconomic shocks (fir-ms with
high levem’age, or with large financing needs
relative to sales) niav have m’esponded mor-e
strongly to economic news, irrespective of
whether or not they were commer’cial paper’
isstiers. For example, if Penn Central’s failure
increased the cost of debt for- all firms, then
leverage ratios or inventor-to-sales ratios would
identify ci-oss-sectional differences in SCARs.
tsolating the effect on SCARs of reliance on
the commercial paper- market is not stm’aightfor-

ward, since data on otrtstanding commercial
paper issues of firmns are not availahle for this
period. ‘l’he regular’ reporting of commercial
paper ratings was largely a consequence of the
Penn Central crisis. Standard and Poor’s began
publishing some commnercial pitper’ m-alings in
The Bond Outlook in July 1970, but these r’at-

2lThis was dictated by the superior data available on the
annual Compustat tape. Quarterly Compustat data for this
period are often incomplete.

ings wet-c for only a handful of issuers, most of
which were financial firms. Moodv~sIndustrial
Manual and other’ similar publications, which
today provide some data on commercial papemissues by firms, did not provide such data in
1970. Outstanding commercial paper cannot lie
inferred by looking at firms’ reported balance
sheets. Commemcial paper can appear in firm
balance sheets either as long-tem’mn tir short-term
debt. Although it is usually included in shortterm debt, even in that case it cannot he separated fm’om other short-term deht (loans from
banks, finance companies, amid so on). Time
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Systern did not collect fit-m-level data on issuei-s,
only on aggregate amounts of outstanding isstres, based on dealers’ reports. Despite searches
of various publications by the rating agencies, I
have heen unable to uncover any comprehensive listing of fit-ms which issued commercial
paper in 1970.
Given the lack of data identifying issuers, I
use bond ratings to sort firms according to
whether they were likely to have issued cornmercial paper in 1970. In the 1970s, commercial
paper issuance was usually restr-icted to the
firms with the highest bond ratings (Standard
and Poor’s, 1979, p. 47). 1-laying a AA or ~~A1\
rating in 1970 is likely to be the best proxy for
the likelihood of being a commem’cial paper issuer. Eight of the 11 nonfinancial firms whose
ratings wer’e published in Standar-d and Poor’s
flood Outlook in 1970 and 1971 were m’ated AA
or AAA (the remnainder were A-rated). Also, data
from latet- years indicate a close relationship hetween high bond ratings and commercial papemaccess. Standard and Poor’s first comprehensive
listing of rated commercial paper issuers, The
Commercial Paper Ratings Guide, was published
in 1978. Of the 90 nonfinancial fitmns that had
AA or AAA bond ratings in 1970, 64 were issuing commercial liaper in 1978. Of the 146 nonfinancial firms listed in Compustat with AA om’
AAA bond ratings in 1978, 93 were commercial
paper issuers. In 1978, 94 of the 207 A-rated
nonfinancial fir-ms in Comptmstat wem’e commercial paper issuers, and only 43 firms with bond
ratings below A issued commer’cial paper (all of
these were firms with BBB or BB ratings). Using
the AA rating as our cutoff, therefore, seems
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advisable. Based on available data, it seems
reasonable to assume that a majority of AA or
AAA nonfinancial firms were commercial paper
issuers in 1970, and that a much smaller percentage of remaining firms were issuers.~~
The
total number of mionfinancial firms in our sample (that is, those without missing observations,
and covered by both CRSP and Compustat in
1970) is 1,482. Of these, 90 had bond ratings of
AA or AAA.
If commercial paper issuers experienced a
special problem during the crisis, and if Fed intervention reversed the strain on issuers, the
coefficient on the high-rating indicator variable
should be negative during the onset of the crisis
and positive after Fed intervention. The use of
AA or AAA bond ratings as an indicator of a
commercial paper issuer provides a “conservative” measure of the problems in the commercial paper market, for three reasons. First,
measurement error (the existence of some
A-rated commercial paper issuers, and of nonissuers with AA or AAA ratings) biases the
coefficients on the high-rating indicator variable
toward zero. Second, the excluded A-rated commercial paper issuers likely would have experienced the largest adverse effects of the
crisis, since their debt was riskier to begin with.
‘I’hird, the flight to quality during a financial
crisis should produce a relative improvement in
the value of high-rated firms, which would imply positive effects on AA and AAA firms, after
controlling for other firm characteristics, during
the onset of the crisis.
Table 5 reports regression results for SCARs
for two windows around the Penn Central
crisis—Jumie 12 to June 22, and June 23 to July
923 It is important to emphasize three points
befom’e reviewing Table 5. First, coefficients on
the control variables in this regression must be
interpreted cautiously. For example, while relatively high leverage m’atios may have created

221t is less clear whether the data on A-rated firms in 1978 is

representative of A-rated firms in 1970. From 1970 to 1978,
market analysts argue that the growth in commercial paper
issuers brought more firms with lower ratings (A or EBB)
into the market; thus, it might not be appropriate to assume that 1970 saw the same high proportion of A-rated
firms issuing paper as in 1978 (45 percent). For purposes
of constructing an indicator variable, given the uncertainty
about the number of issuers with A ratings in 1970, it is
best to exclude A-rated firms from the group of likely issuers because A-mated firms are a small fraction of total
firms with ratings below AA, but a large fraction of AA or
AAA firms.

problems for firms during the crisis, high debt
ratios may themselves have been associated
with firm attributes (like creditworthiness) that
helped firms weather the crisis better (and led
to relatively higher stock values). Thus, it is not
possible to infer “structural” relationships from
these cross-sectional findings. The main point of
including the control vam’iables is to separate the
effect of commercial paper issuance pet- se from
factors unrelated to commercial paper issuance.
Second, the abnormal returns measures are
purged of cross-sectional differences in firms’
betas that might be correlated with the various
regressors. For example, higher debt ratios
might be associated with lower returns crosssectionally because leverage increases a firm’s
beta. But, by construction, the abnormal returns
used in Table 5 are uncorrelated with the firm’s
beta. Third, squared terms were added for all
regressors, but they do not affect the direction
of the results. in no case does a squared term
more than offset the linear effect of the same
variable when both coefficients are evaluated at
the mean of the regressor (given in Table 6).
The direction of association between SCAR and
any regressor is that of the linear effect.
‘The results reported in Table 5 indicate that
the ratio of debt to assets and the ratio of income to net worth (both measured at the beginning of the year) may have been associated with
more negative returns cross-sectionally during
the onset of the crisis. Firm size per se had no
effect on returns in the presence of squared
terms for debt ratios. For the period after June
22, the total debt ratio and the profit ratio are
associated with a positive effect on returns,
indicating a reversal of the stock price movements dum’ing the period prior to Fed intervention. The inventory-to-sales ratio and the
short-term debt-to-assets ratio are both negatively associated with abnormal returns after
June 22.

23

7he results reported below are not sensitive to whether
June 22—which arguably could have been included in the
second window—is included or excluded from either window. The results of the first period are driven by pre-June
22 returns, and the results of the second window are
driven by post-June 22 returns.
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Tabl 5
Event Study Regçes ion R suits for
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\fter controlling for observed balance sheet
and income characteristics firms w mlii ~ ~ or
AAA bond ratmngs expem’menced significant, nega
the abnormnal returns during the onset of the
crisis and signific rnt, positive m’etur n after Fed
mntem ~ention. The addition of thi mdii ator t anable increases the adjusted H squared in both
regressions ‘the evidence prot rdes stmpport fom
the notion that in addition to the economy-wide
liqumditv crisis durmng the Penn ( entmal crisis
comniercial paper issuers faced a special prob1cm. this, in turn, lends support to the argument that discount wmndoti subsidizatmon of
lending mnay haxe been useful mn targeting

assistance to the commercial paper market.
Thus, the Fed may have been correct to divide
policy into two components: Regulation Q relaxation to provide liquidity to all firms through
banks, and discount window lending to target
subsidized assistance to commercial paper issuer’s to offset the special (lisorder in that market. That is not to say Fed policy achieved the
right mix. For example, negative returns for
firms with high inventory-to-sales ratios or’ high
short-term debt after June 22 may indicate that
credit supply was too tight overall.

Changes in the commercial .Paper

Market After the Crisis
The commercial paper market changed as a
result of the Penn Central cmtsis. In addition to
increased diligence in evaluating cm-edit risk, two
other changes have reduced the possibility of a
similam’ problem in the future. First, in August
of 1970, the Fed passed a regulation to restrict
the growth of bank commercial paper. Bank
paper would lie treated, for reserve requirement purposes, the same way as demand om
time deposits, depending on the mattmritv of the
paper. i’his eliminated the advantages of offbalance sheet financing through hank comtner-cial papem and led to the contm-actiomi of hank
paper. This had little effect on banks or on the
growth of the commemcial paper’ mam’ket, which
has been robust (Post, 19921. It simply propelled
hamiks toward relying on negotiable CDs (virtually identical to conimercial papet-) as an alternative source of funds.
Of greater imnportance were institutional
changes in the way commertral paper is marketed. First, mating agencies made finer distinctions in their ratings of commercial ~iaper issues
(Stigum, 1983, p. 637). An important element in
the rating hecame evidence of commercial bank
backup arrangements hehind commercial palier
programs. Commercial hank support for commercial paper- programs was a private innovation. After, and largely as a result of Penn
Centm’al, commercial paper issuers increasingly
sought “hurricane insurance” in the form of
backup loan commitments (Stigum, 1983, pp.
633-4; Standard and Poor’s, 1979, p. 47). Most of
these loan commitments (m-oughly 85 percent in
1989) are not credit guarantees to commercial
paper’ holders, but rather promises for assistance during a general liquidity crisis if the
borrower remains creditworthy (Calomiris,
1989b). Within a few yeam’s of the Penn Central
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Table 6
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations Among
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crisis, backup lines were almost always 100 per-

EVALUATING

cent of outstanding issues, except for large, toprated, highly liquid issuers like GMAC or large
conmmetcial banks. These loan commitments
were issued by banks for the same reason bank
assistance had been relied on during the Penn
Central crisis: Banks have access to the discount
window and believe that they can rely on the
Fed (which maintains no official policy in this
regard) to temporarily suspend normal nonpecuniary discount window penalties to grant
lending subsidies during an emergency. Institutionalizing Fed discount window protection
through explicit bank loan commitments, one
could amgue, reduces the time to pmocess cm’edit
rollovet during a ctisis. Furthermore, the existence of clear’ comnmitmermts to lend duming a
crisis may itself reduce the threat of a general
liquidity squeeze and, thus, make crises less
likely.

FED INTERVENTIONS

Currently, the use of backup lines of bank
credit, “backed” by access to the discount window, has virtually eliminated risk of another
Penn Central cm-isis in the commercial papem
market. But this does not imply an end to the
m’ole played by the discount window. ‘l’he pm’otection offered through backup lines of credit
depends on banks’ potential access to funds
through the discount window.

OTHER

POSSIBLE

Thus far, I have argued that both economywide policy (open mnarket opetations and Regulation Q relaxation) and targeted discount lending may have been desirable interventions
during the Penn Central crisis. But the Fed was
willing to go beyond these interventions, if
necessary, as Chairman Burns’ comments cited
above indicate. Was the Fed might to have
provided for the possibility of dimect lending to
firms, or should it have been willing to rely
only on the discount window and open market
operations? Was the Fed right to have allowed
Penn Central to fail in the first place?
The Fed’s decision not to prevent the failure
of Penn Centm’al is easy to defend. The success
of the capitalist system requires that firms face
<‘hard” budget constraints. As reformers in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union have been
saying for years, protecting lange corporations
fiom bankruptcy through assistance from the
state imnposes lam-ge costs on more successful
growing enterprises. More fundamentally, allowing corporations to fail is what encourages them
to succeed. it is worth emphasizing that the
public policy rationale for insulating financial
markets from temporary information externali-
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ties during panics does not in any way justify

bailing out discernably insolvent institutions.
With regard to the other question—whether
direct Fed lending to corporations is ever justifiable—it is also hand to justify intervention. As
Mishkin (1991b) notes, it is better to decentralize the decision over who receives how much,
and place it in the hands of relatively informed
bankers who have incentives to avoid making
bad loans. If banks had been unwilling to
finance the payoff of the commercial paper of
certain firms, even on highly subsidized terms,
that would have indicated the likely insolvency
of those individual issuers.~~
Discount window’
protection should not be used to save individual
firms which are viewed as insolvent by their
creditors. Of course, creditors are not always
right, but pam-t of the rationale for corporate reorganization under bankruptcy law (increasingly
popular since the 1978 changes in the bankruptcy code) is to minimize unnecessary costs of liquidating defaulting firms who turn out to be
solvent. Given the availability of the reorganization option, it may be best for the government
to allow private markets to decide whether individual corporate borrowers am-c viable.

COULD A SIMILAR CRISIS
HAPPEN TODAY?
Although I have argued that the possibility of
another Penn Central crisis today in the comcourse, the Fed could have done even more to encourage banks to make pass-throughs than it did during
Penn Central by making its subsidy larger. The subsidy
that the government can grant is potentially very large. By

24sf

lowering the discount rate to zero and discriminating in
imposing nonpecuniary penalties across banks (for example, charging a zero hassle cost to banks borrowing for tar-

geted pass-throughs and a prohibitive rate on other
borrowing), the subsidy can be increased to the level of
the equilibrium fed funds rate without affecting monetary

control.
t5Gorton and Pennacchi (1992) argue that there is no evidence for “contagion” among commercial paper issuers or
finance companies. They examined the failures of several
issuers and finance companies and found that a failure did
not lead investors in securities markets to lower the price
of other issuers’ or finance companies’ securities, ceteris
paribus. It is premature, however, to interpret this as evidence that issuers or finance companies are now immune
to panics, or more broadly, that financial technology has
improved so much that intermediaries are not potentially
vulnerable to panics. Gorton and Pennacchi’s sample of
events is small, and the events they examine may simply
have been transparently idiosyncratic (unlike, for example,
the Penn Central crisis). It is possible that events unlike
those in their sample could produce panics.
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mercial paper market is remote, in other new
and growing financial markets the potential for
a crisis similar to Penn Central may loom larger.25 For example, within the banking system a
large overdraft default in the Clearing House Interhank Payments System (CHIPS) might lead to
a general run of uninsured liabilities of CHIPS
members, due to problems of unraveling which
banks stood to lose from the default. Subsidized
lending to CHIPS members might be warranted
to prevent a panic.2” The Fed is cognizant of its
potential role in assisting banks in the event of a
systemic crisis in the payments system, and it
regulates the payments system accordingly. Like
many other central banks, the Fed limits overdrafts of bank accounts with the central bank
and requires private bank clearing systems to
limit overdrafts among their members. Such
limits include collateral requirements, quantity
limits on overdrafts, and pre-established losssharing arrangements. These regulations are
meant to ensure that the potential ptotection afforded by the Fed is not abused.
It is also conceivable that discount window intervention could be used to target assistance to
markets for financial derivatives. In the swap
market, for example, if a major swap provider
became insolvent, its counterparties, and third
parties who have contracted with those counterparties, could experience unpredictable
changes in their market misk exposures and,
consequently, in their default risks. Because of
the intermelatedness of the vamious positions and

260f course, the discount window is not the only way to deal
with such a problem. Alternatively, deposit insurance could

be extended to the CHIPS clearinghouse as a whole. For
example, the government could offer insurance to CHIPS
with a large deductible, with the liability for the deductible
shared by all clearing members.
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uncertainty as to which swap contracts will survive the crisis, it might be difficult for counterparties to gauge their true exposure to mnarket
risk. ‘this could produce a flight to cash by all
parties. Furthermore, a reversal of market opinion about the reliability of swaps as hedging
devices could suddenly affect the market’s perception of firms with lam-ge swap positions. In
this case, temporary disruptions to the supply
of credit to certain classes of firms could conceivably result. These problems could motivate
discount window subsidies as in the Penn Central crisis.
The lesson in this dismal scenario is not that
swaps are a bad idea. They offer real long-run
systemic risk reduction as a low-cost vehicle to
hedge interest rate risk. But reaping the advantages of this and other financial innovations
requires a period of learning about how to
measure and control the risks created by new
financial instruments. The existence of the discount window provides a safety valve to protect
the financial system from growing pains like the
ones it suffered in 1970. Recent financial innovations in derivatives and asset secunitization
may have increased the need for the discount
window as an instrument of public policy. Its
role is not just to protect the banking system
from systemic runs on commercial banks (indeed, it may have little importance here in the
presence of deposit insurance); rather, its role is
to effect occasional, contingent and focused
credit subsidies to particular markets through
banks during moments of tempom-ary disruption,
like that of the Penn Central crisis.
Another example of a potential application of
the discount window is a run on a futures
clearing house. Individual clearing members
stand between all contracting parties and the
clearing house provides mutual insurance among
all members against default. To limit the risk of
default by clearing members, clearing houses
impose reserve r-equirements in the form of
cash or Treasury bills on open positions and
frequently monitor those positions. Still, it is
conceivable that a very large, sudden price drop
(say, in the stock market) might bankrupt a
cleam-ing member with a large open position and
conceivably threaten (he clearing house. ‘i’his
could cause a run on the futures market as
holders of contracts, wary of the credibility of
the clearing house’s solvency, try to sell their
contracts. ‘i’his could amplify the losses to the
clearing house and legitimize the initial con-

cerns that prompted the run, leading to further
cashing-in of positions. if the clearing house
were to fail, many hedges would disappear with
its demise, increasing the risk of many financial
claims and causing confusion about the incidence of the increased risk in ways that might
provoke a general liquidity crisis.
The Fed could reduce the chance of a run on
a futures clearing house and the negative externalities attendant to such a run by agreeing
temporarily to lend through the discount window without penalty to banks making loans to
clearing house members, and could even lower
the discount rate if necessary to encourage such
subsidies. Indeed, this seems a reasonable
characterization of the Fed’s response to concerns about futures markets posed by the stock
market collapse of October 1987.
There is a more difficult policy question,
however, that so far has not been addressed.
if banks are unwilling to lend to a clearing
house—even on highly subsidized terms—should
the Fed let the clearing house fail? On one
hand, ad hoc direct lending by the Fed runs the
risk of encouraging lax self-regulation within
the clearing house. On the other hand, the
financial disruption from a clearing house
failure might generate substantial negative
externalities in the financial system. it might
be desirable for the Fed to decide whether it
would stand behind the liabilities of failed futures clearing houses. lf so, the Fed should consider whether existing pmivate risk-management
devices (like margin rules) are adequate. If not,
it might recommend changes to the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission, which regulates
these exchanges. As the volume of derivative
transactions expands, so does the need to develop policies for dealing with possible systemic
risks related to these markets.
Identifying a potential benefit from a “backup”
discount window does not justify the current
form of the discount window. There may be no
benefit from Fed lending to banks during normal times, and as Schwartz and others have argued, such lending may be costly. There also
remains the risk that government agencies will
abuse even a “reformed” discount window by
defining noncm’ises as crises to make loans to favor-ed parties. The evidence presented in this
papem, therefore, does not prove that the discount window has been a net benefit as a policy tool, only that it has the potential to provide
benefits as well as costs.
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